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Abstract
Profiling the usage of electrical devices within a smart home can be used as
a method for determining an occupant's activities of daily living, which can
support independent living of older adults. A nonintrusive load monitoring
(NILM) system monitors the electrical consumption at a single electrical
source and the operating schedules of individual devices are determined by
disaggregating the composite electrical consumption waveforms. Nonintrusive load monitoring systems are able to detect the status of electrical
devices based on the analysis of load signatures, the unique electrical
behaviour of an individual device when it is in operation. This work uses a
feature-based model, applying steady-state features (i.e., real power and
reactive power) and transient features (i.e., switching on transient
waveforms), for describing the load signatures of individual electrical
devices. In this thesis, a NILM system is presented, which employs several
common household electrical devices for data acquisition. Promising results
are shown which demonstrate that real power and reactive power are useful
steady-state

features

to

identify

electrical

devices.

Furthermore,

experimental results showed that different electrical devices can be
distinguished based on their switching on transient waveforms. Experimental
results showed that the proposed approach can achieve high device
recognition accuracy for electrical devices operating individually and
simultaneously.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview
1.1.1 Introduction to Smart Homes
Developed countries are facing a shift in their demographics with an aging
population growth. United Nations estimates that by the year 2050, nearly 1
in every 6 persons throughout the world is projected to be at least 65 years
old [1]. The average age of the population is significantly growing in
Canada; for the year 2021, Health Canada predicts 18% of population (6.7
million Canadians) over 65 [2]. The increasing proportion of older adults
makes it an essential task for today's societies to improve the daily living
standards for the ageing population. Meanwhile, the current healthcare
system is inadequate for a larger older demographic. Hospitals and long
l

term care facilities cannot support this large number of people [3][4].
Simultaneously, older adults prefer to live in their own home as long as
possible. Therefore countries have to be prepared to develop technologies to
mitigate the pressures on the health care system from the aging population
by supporting "aging in place" [5]. The concept of ageing in place aims to
help elderly people live at homes instead of going to hospitals or long term
care facilities.
The ageing process is associated with some harmful risks in the daily life
of older adults (like falls) and some age related diseases (such as cognitive
impairments, Dementia and Alzheimer) which makes it difficult for them to
be able to live alone independently [5][6]. As a result, hospitalization in
costly clinical institutions becomes necessary where seniors can receive
stable therapeutic supervision [6]. Unfortunately, this solution is not always
possible because of shortage of services by overcrowded existing hospitals
and nursing care facilities [6]. Therefore, there is a growing demand for
alternative solutions to help elderly people to live in their private homes as
long as possible [7][8]. This provides the impetus of the smart home
concept. The main goal of smart home developers is to identify and present
a home-based automated system , which monitors the elderly people's
health and wellbeing, while remaining unobtrusive and provides them with
various facilities such as more comfortable lifestyle, higher degree of
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independence (self living environment), and more affordable care (also
decreasing the financial burden on the healthcare system) [7].
The objective of smart home technologies is to develop an "Independent
Living Home" by monitoring the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) of elderly
people [7]. A smart home system can be used to detect abnormal activities
and changes in behavioral patterns, which may be indicative of an
underlying health and wellness issue. For instance, suppose that an electrical
device such as an stove has been ON for long period of time; monitoring the
usage of this electrical device can help us to predict an abnormal behaviour
of occupants (Increasing and regular burning of food, due to forgetting to
turn off the stove can be indicative of dementia)..According to the detected
abnormal behaviours, decisions will be made regarding the resident's status
and physiological condition in order to provide them with the appropriate
care and emergency aid. The smart home can provide notification for
emergency cases such as burning stove or a hard fall, subsequently
providing the appropriate assistance [7].
Available

smart

home

technologies,

though

based

on

different

techniques, have several common principles. First, specific intelligent
sensors need to be designed in order to monitor ADLs of residents in a smart
home. Second, data acquisition and processing are required to analyze
suitable data from all sensors throughout the smart home. Last, an expert
system correlates information from all of the sensors throughout the home
3

and makes decisions regarding the resident's status and physiological
condition [7]. Many different types of intelligent sensors such as magnetic
switches, thermistors, accelerometers, infrared motion sensors, microphone
arrays, smart grab bars, pressure sensitive mats, electronic noses, Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) networks and video cameras have been
investigated in several previous researches [7][9][10][11][12]. In this thesis
we are researching methods to provide the usage profile of electrical devices
(load monitoring) to support ADL monitoring. Load monitoring techniques
would be one of many different types of intelligent sensors as mentioned
above in smart homes. Information from other sensor systems throughout
the smart home can resolve issues such as discerning which person is
operating the electrical devices (if there is more than one occupant in the
smart home) and discerning similar electrical devices in different rooms
(e.g., same light bulb in different rooms).

1.1.2 Load Monitoring Concept
Load monitoring systems are expected to play a key role in smart homes;
they can provide information about the operating schedule [13] of electrical
devices (when electrical devices e.g., stove, microwave, lights are in use).
Pioneering works in load monitoring were mainly done to reduce energy
consumption of different groups of consumers by providing a detailed
consumption report. There were also other areas of interest in load
4

monitoring such as collecting information about electric energy consumption
patterns and monitoring the state of electrical devices for fault diagnostics
[14][15]. In this research we are looking at ADL monitoring of ageing
population. In the attempt of monitoring the ADLs of elderly people, we aim
to identify the operating schedule of each individual electrical device. The
operating schedule for each device includes the time when each device is
turned ON/OFF and the duration of operation.
Load Monitoring approach in this work aims to detect a variety of
electrical events throughout the smart home. ADL of elderly people in smart
home can be predicted by observing actuation of certain electrical devices
[5]. For example, detecting that a light switch was turned on can be an
indication that someone entered a room. Other ADL, such as turning on a
microwave or kitchen blender may indicate meal preparation [16]. Activity
sensing in the smart home by load monitoring systems has a variety of
important applications, including health care, home automation, and energy
monitoring.

1.1.3 Types of Load Monitoring Techniques
Load monitoring techniques at the household level can be broadly classified
into two classes: Intrusive Load Monitoring (ILM) systems and Non-Intrusive
Load Monitoring (NILM) systems [17][18][19].

5

Intrusive Load Monitoring
The most important step to monitor the ADL through load monitoring is
determining the operating schedule of each electrical device within a smart
house. The easiest way of detecting the usage of electrical devices is
achieved by installing sensors for each load. The status of the load is
transmitted to the main controller such that the status of each load can be
monitored. The sensors send the power usage information to the control
device in order to keep track the usage of each device [20]. However, this
method requires a large amount of sensors. The operation schedule of
electrical devices are determined more precisely by using Intrusive Load
Monitoring (ILM) systems (refers to standard sub-metering techniques)
which are able to provide highly accurate data by employing a network of
sensors

or

meters

attached

to

each

individual

electrical

device

[17][21][22][23]. However, the sub-metered data is achieved at the
expense of expensive installation hardware, complexity of system and
customer discomfort [17][24][25][26]. Meanwhile, the appearance of many
sensors attached to electrical devices detracts the aesthetics of the home
[5].

Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring
Non-intrusive methods are intended to offer installation simplicity and the
ability to distinguish individual loads via measurement at a central
6

monitoring point [17][22]. The nonintrusive load monitoring (NILM) method
requires a set of current and voltage sensors that are installed at the main
electrical panel [20], By analyzing the current and voltage waveforms, the
power usage of each load can be detected. Compared to ILM, the NILM has
several advantages, e.g., easier to install, lower cost, lower energy
consumption, etc [20]. In this research, we are looking at NILM systems; a
principle advantage of these systems is that it requires only the installation a
single sensor placed in the main electrical entrance board of a smart home.

1.2 Objectives
The overall objective for this research is the development of a non-intrusive
load monitoring system for smart home purposes, with the underlying goal
of predicting the ADL of elderly people. In this thesis, our objective is to
investigate the feasibility of proposed methods and algorithms in a
procedure for monitoring multiple electrical devices. It is focused upon the
accepted techniques for NILM systems using steady-state features (i.e., real
power and reactive power) and transient features (i.e., switching on
transient waveforms) as reliable indicators for various electrical devices
recognition. The execution of load identification is demonstrated by
implementing a prototype NILM system and testing this system on multiple
common household electrical devices.

7

1.3 Thesis Scope
In this work, electrical devices with more than one electrical load (e.g., a
clothes dryer contains a heating element and a motor - each component
representing a different load) and continuously varying devices were not
considered. Data were acquired from two-state and multi-state electrical
devices. Multi-state electrical devices were considered in only one of their
operation states (i.e., one of their ON states). For instance, data from a
microwave was acquired from only one operation state of this device
(reheat).

In

this

work,

multiple

electrical

devices

turning

on/off

simultaneously were not explored; we consider cases where only one
electrical device changes state (ON/OFF) within a small time interval. It is
been expected that the possibility of two electrical devices turning on/off at
the same time is small.

1.4 Contributions
The following is a list of the three main contributions of this work with brief
descriptions of each:
1. Implementation, validation, and testing a prototype NXLM
system for usage monitoring of electrical devices: In this thesis,
a prototype NILM system was developed to conduct validation
experiments with various common household electrical devices.
8

Experiments showed that the operating schedule of electrical devices
can be determined by using steady-state features (i.e., real power and
reactive power) or transient features (i.e., switching on transient
waveforms), for describing the load signatures of individual electrical
devices. This prototype NILM system can be used in on-going
researches.

2. The identification of switching on transient waveforms as a
unique feature for electrical device recognition: This work is not
the first study to consider transient behavior of electrical devices,
however, to the knowledge of the author this work represents the first
study to consider the shape of switching on transient waveforms of
electrical devices, for device recognition. In the previous works,
transient features such as turn-on transient energy or transient
behavior length were used for load identification. In this work,
correlation between switching on transient shape of several electrical
devices was used to identify the usage of electrical devices based on
their transient behavior. Transient analysis experiments conducted
with five different electrical devices confirmed that electrical devices
can be distinguished based on their switching on transient waveforms.
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3. The usage of a simple classification method for pattern
recognition: Many researchers have tried different classification
methods such as fuzzy logic, dynamic time warping, back propagation
artificial neural networks, cluster matching, and support vector
machine in NILM systems for load identification. Since, using these
pattern

classification

methods

make

the

NILM

system

more

complicated and increase the cost and implementation difficulty, we
have used a simple classifier method. In this work, pattern
classification

was

performed

using

discriminant analysis using

Mahalanobis distances or a k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier (K= 1)
which are less susceptible to overtraining. With a known electrical
device database and the extracted features, these classification
methods identify which electrical device has been switched on/off and
when (at which time). Although the classification methods used in this
work are simple, experimental results show that high electrical device
recognition accuracy can be achieved.
These contributions were disseminated in:
• S. Rahimi, A. D. C. Chan, R. Goubran, "Usage monitoring of electrical
devices in a smart home", accepted to 32nd Annual International
Conference of the IEEE-EMBS, Boston MA, USA, 2011.
• S. Rahimi, A. D. C. Chan, R. Goubran, "Nonintrusive Load Monitoring
of Electrical Devices in Health Smart Homes", submitted to IEEE
International Instrumentation
and
Measurement
Technology
Conference, Graz, Austria, 2012.
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1.5 Organization of Thesis
This thesis consists of 6 chapters. The remainder of this dissertation is
organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background and review of the
literature in the field of non-intrusive load monitoring systems. Chapter 3
describes an overview of a prototype NILM system presented in this work,
completely. Chapter 4 describes our steady-state based methodology for the
NILM systems including data acquisition, feature extraction, pattern
recognition, results, and discussion. In Chapter 5, our methodology for the
NILM systems based on the switching transient behaviour of electrical
devices is presented. Chapter 6 summarizes the research conclusions and
discusses possible improvements and directions for future work.

li

2 Background and Literature Review

This chapter provides a high level overview of Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring
(NILM) systems and current literature on the topic. Section 2.1 describes the
basic principles behind NILM systems, where they are used to identify the
operating schedule of individual electrical devices. Central to NILM's is the
concept of a load signature (Section 2.2), which provides information about
the operating state of an individual electrical device in the total load [27][.
For monitoring systems, it is possible to analyze data in steady-state and in
the transient state. A literature review on the state of the art on NILM
methods is performed for both steady-state methods (Section 2.3) and
transient analysis methods (Section 2.4).
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2.1 NILM Systems
The NILM is a way to determine the operating schedule of individual
electrical devices on an electrical service from measurements of the
combined power usage of multiple electrical devices [27]. Non-intrusive
methods provide the ability of usage monitoring of all connected electrical
devices via measurements from one central point (e.g. main electric utility
service entry) as depicted in Figure 2.1 [29]. This type of load monitoring is
referred as non-intrusive because it allows tracking the usage of electrical
devices without placing individual sensors into each individual electrical
device. In order to decompose the power usage of the total load to its
components, we need a load disaggregation method. Various load
disaggregation techniques are applied to NILM systems in order to
distinguish between different electrical devices for specific monitoring of
each individual electrical device [30].

Electrical
Power
Source

Data Acquisition

Electrical
Device

Electrical
Device

Electrical
Device

Figure 2.1: Typical System layout for non-intrusive monitoring of several electrical devices
[based on 28].
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The process of load monitoring by NILM systems can be broken down
into three main steps [23]: feature extraction, event detection, and pattern
recognition. In the feature extraction step, current and voltage waveforms
are captured and features such as real power, reactive, power, and
harmonics, are extracted from the waveforms. Changes in the features are
flagged as events during the event detection step, which indicates devices
powering on/off or changing states. Pattern recognition uses a trained
classifier to map events to electrical devices and their operation state (e.g.,
ON or OFF).
Generally, the performance of NILM systems is affected by the following
factors: (1) sampling frequency, (2) resolution of analog to digital convertor,
(3) power measuring range, (4) electrical noise in the system, and (5) the
quantity of individual electrical devices being monitored [17][22]. More
advanced NILM systems have been introduced over the years to recognize a
variety of electrical devices in residential and commercial buildings. NILM
systems have evolved through the improvements in their hardware
installations, such as higher sampling frequencies to analyze transient
behavior of electrical devices and improved disaggregation algorithms [30].

2.2 Load Signature
At the core of load monitoring approaches is the need to understand
electrical behavior of devices [31][32]. NILM systems identify individual
14

electrical devices based on their load signatures [27][33][34][35]; the term
load signature is defined as the electrical behavior of an electrical device
during operation, which differs from device to device. Each electrical device
contains unique characteristics in its consumption behavior similar to any
human's signature (electrical device fingerprint) [27]. Parameters which can
be used as load signature includes current, voltage, power measurements,
harmonics and switching on/off transient signal.
In NILM systems, what is measured at the main electric entrance (utility
service) is composite load signature; the composite load signal refers to the
net behavior of more than one electrical device operating simultaneously
[27]. A load disaggregation method is used to discern individual electrical
devices within the composite load signal. The composite load signature is
generally the easiest accessible and less unobtrusive signal; when we
monitor composite load signature from a single monitoring point there is no
need to instrument every electrical outlet or every electrical device with
monitoring hardware. The disadvantage is that it is complicated in nature
because certain features from each individual electrical device can be
masked or lost [27].
In general, two different types of load signatures, steady-state and
transient-state signatures, are used in the field of NILM for load identification
purposes [28] (Figure 2.2). The monitoring and recording capability of NILM
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systems determines the choice of a particular load identification method
[17].
Load
Signature

Steady-state
signature

Transient
signature

Spectral
analysis

Power
analysis
Power
Analysis

Wavelet
analysis

Harmonics
Highfrequency
response

Figure 2.2: Classification of load signatures and related load identification methods using
each type of load signature (based on [17]).

2.2.1 Steady-State Signature
Steady-state analysis looks at the long-term step changes in power
signatures (such as real power and reactive power waveforms) that occur
when a particular electrical device turns off or on [29].
A. Power Analysis
In the power analysis, the operating schedule of an individual electrical
device is determined by identifying times at which its active and/or reactive
16

power consumption measurements change from one nearly constant
(steady-state) value to another [28][36]. Changes known as events, are
related to electrical devices either turning on or off. These steady-state
changes are characterized by the magnitude and sign of changes in real
power (AP) and/or changes in reactive power (AQ) [36]. The characterized
events are located in a two dimensional (2D) signature space of real and
reactive power (AP-AQ plane). This plane reduces the complicated load
signatures to a 2D signature space changes in power consumption. Recorded
turn on and turn off events are used for matching the positive and negative
clusters of similar magnitudes of the measured features [36]. The main
limitation of this method is its inability to identify linear and non-linear loads
that overlap ambiguously in the AP-AQ plane [25].
Three key assumptions have been identified that limit the effectiveness
of steady-state analysis [36]:
1. The first assumption is that various electrical devices are identified
based on their signatures on two-dimensional signature-space of APAQ plane. The limitation is that the electrical devices with the similar
real power and reactive power will be indistinguishable on the AP-AQ
plane.
2. The second limitation is that using only steady-state signatures for
load composition requires waiting until transient signals settles out,
then, steady-state values will be measured.
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3. The third limitation is that most steady-state based NILM systems
need training period processing data in batch format using a day or
more to collect electrical behaviour of devices. This limits near real
time load identification.
An example plot, shown in Figure 2.3, illustrates the steady-state real
power and reactive power changes of a composite load consisting of two
electrical devices 'A' and *B'. In the example, electrical device XA' is initially
ON, then, electrical device *B' is turned on and later electrical device XA' is
turned off.

Figure 2.3: Active power and reactive power changes during electrical devices operation.
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B. Harmonic analysis
Harmonics are used as complementary features, in addition to the changes
of real and reactive power; it is suitable for identification of non-linear loads
and especially in case of overlapping in AP-AQ plane [17][28][36]. A set of
higher harmonics can be obtained by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
aggregate current signal [28][37][38].

By using higher harmonic current

and variations in power signatures (AP and AQ), easier identification can be
achieved specially for electrical devices with large harmonic contents [17].
However, harmonic analysis is still incomplete to identify highly resistive
loads because their harmonic content is very small. Since this method still
requires steady-state measurement it cannot identify continuously variable
loads [17] [28].

2.2.2 Transient Signature
Major electrical devices can be recognized based on their transient
signatures. The transient behavior of an electrical device (during turn on and
turn off) is a reliable indicator for load identification [28][41][42]. The shape
of the transient signatures corresponds to the electrical behavior of certain
class of loads and is related to the physical task of the electrical devices
[36][40]. Transient signatures exhibit variability in parameters like duration,
shape and size, because transient measurements depend on the exact point
in the voltage cycle at which the turn on or turn off occurs [17][39].
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Transient signatures are useful to identify electrical devices that exhibit
similar steady-state signatures (but with unique transient turn on
characteristics) and also in situations where rapid activation of loads is
common such as in commercial and industrial facilities [17][36]. Major
limitations of transient analysis are the need for high sampling frequency
and relatively unique and reasonably

repeatable transient patterns

(Transient signatures may not be repeatable for all state changes of an
individual electrical device) [28].

2.3 Steady-State Analysis
2.3.1 Hart Method
The concept of nonintrusive load monitoring (NILM) was first presented by
George Hart in the 1980's at MIT [36]. Hart patented a method for
determining the operating schedule of individual electrical devices within a
residential building [28]. The presented NILM system by Hart [43] estimated
the number and nature of individual loads by analyzing current and voltage
waveforms obtained at the main feed and sampled at 2 kHz (Hertz), using
normalized real power and reactive power measurements. Computation of
active and reactive power was done three times per second [43][44].
Under Hart's method, load disaggregation process starts with detecting
the times at which power measurements change from one nearly constant
20

steady-state value to another known as events. These steady-state changes
(events) correspond to the load either turning on or turning off and are
characterized by their magnitude and sign in real and reactive power. Then,
detected events with equal magnitudes and opposite signs are paired to
constitute a library of operating cycles and the power consumption of each
load. Eventually, a trained algorithm that matches the sample feature with
known events (previously recorded for each individual load) is used for load
disaggregation purposes [36] [43].
The established version of the MIT method describes a five step load
disaggregation process through the detection of changes in aggregate power
consumption, as following [43][44][45]:
1. Event detection: the process begins by detection of the events (stepchanges) which separates one steady-state from another in order to
determine changes in steady-state levels.
2. Cluster analysis:

in this step, similar sets of events are grouped

together based on their magnitudes giving positive clusters (turn on)
and negative clusters (turn off). This algorithm is used to locate the
steady-state changes in a AP-AQ plane. The positive and negative
clusters are quite distinct for major electrical devices; however, there
is probability of overlapping clusters in AP-AQ plane.
3. Cluster matching: each positive cluster is matched or paired with a
similar negative cluster based on their magnitude. For instance, "two21

state' loads consume a relatively constant power during their turn on
and turn off.
4. Anomaly resolution: unmatched clusters that may arise from situations
such as missed events or simultaneous activation of loads are paired
or associated with existing or new clusters according to a best
likelihood algorithm.
5. Appliance identification: the matched clusters are associated with
known power consumption of electrical devices; the comparison is
based on power signatures. This step uses information collected during
a training procedure (which is actually an intrusive, thought one-time
procedure) or using historical data.
This five-step approach has been successful in determining the operating
schedule of certain classes of electrical devices. The MIT group considered
three classes of electrical device models for the NILM approaches [43][45]:
ON/OFF electrical devices: Most household electrical devices, such as a
toaster, light bulb, or water pump belong to this category. According to the
Boolean switch function the ON/OFF model electrical device can only be
either ON or OFF at any given time. Electrical devices with distinct types of
ON states such as a typical toaster oven (bake/broil/toast), three-way lamp
(low/medium/high), or washing machine (fill, agitate, spin) cannot be
classified in this group.
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Finite State Machine (FSM) appliances: The finite state machine (FSM)
model allows for an arbitrary set of discrete states and state transitions. This
category includes electrical devices which pass through several definite
switching states (electrical devices with more than one distinct on power
state). Examples of FSM are a washing machine, fan, or clothes dryer.
Continuously Variable loads: The third classes of electrical device models,
continuously variable appliances have an infinite number of states.
Continuously varying electrical devices such as light dimmers, sewing
machines, and variable speed drills, do not consume a constant power, and
so do not generate consistent step-change signatures.
The MIT group reported that their method (5-step load disaggregation
process) is applicable to only the ON/OFF electrical devices [43]. This
category of electrical devices could be detected and monitored using the
changes of real and reactive power as the features. Later, in [46] and [47]
the MIT group proposed various methods for detection and monitoring of
FSM (second category of appliances) and continuously varying loads.
It is reported that the 5-step NILM method by MIT group is not able to
detect small loads due to the higher setting of event threshold [17].
Furthermore, permanent consumer devices which are in continuous
operation all the time cannot be detected using this method; consumer
devices remain on for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with approximately
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constant active and reactive power draw. Examples of devices in this
category include hard-wired smoke alarms and some external power
supplies [44]. Also, the electrical devices consuming similar power (e.g., a
computer and an incandescent bulb) may not be separated by this method
[36][44]. Lastly, the matching algorithm of this method is based on the
assumption that the positive change of power (turn on) matches the
negative change of power (turn off). However, the impedance load of many
electrical devices change over time which results in changes in their power
usage; a mismatch can occur due to this power drift [32].

2.3.2 Cole and Albicki's Method
Cole and Albicki (1998) developed a modified version of Hart algorithm
which recognizes at least 6 major residential electrical devices including Air
conditioner, Electric clothing dryer, Heat pump, Clothes washer, Water
heater and Refrigerators [44][48]. Cole and Albicki's method uses sampled
data for real power and reactive power to identify electrical devices with
significant spikes in their power draw [44]. The algorithm detects the usage
of these major electrical devices when the physical components of the
electrical devices turn on and off. Moreover, the algorithm incorporates a
logical analysis to separate between simultaneous ON/OFF events, when the
ON-OFF times of more than one electrical device overlap. This method is not
able to detect any electrical device power usage that does not change [48].
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Load identification by Cole and Albicki's method is based on the use of
'edges' and 'slopes' as features of the steady-state power draw of electrical
devices.

Edges are defined as the abrupt changes in power level, while,

slopes are defined as the slower changing variation that occurs during the
turn-on events. For load identification, current and voltage waveforms were
sampled at the meter and processed into real and reactive power data.
Lastly edges and slopes were identified for load disaggregation [49][50].

2.3.3 Zmeureanu's Method
Farinaccio and Zmeureanu (1999 - 2000) developed a NILM approach by
using the changes in real power data (sampling rate: 16 s) along with
electrical device-specific decision rules [19][44]. Their method shows a
promising potential for NILM application in residential buildings to reliably
detect major end-uses such as Refrigerators and Water heaters, using a
pattern recognition approach. Moreover, this method required a training
period of about a week in order to find the load characteristics of the
targeted individual electrical devices. Furthermore, this method relies on
complicated decision rules; for each individual electrical device a nonintuitive decision rule is defined. For example, a decision rule for Water
heater is based on the normalized start or end demand profile respect to the
average normalized start or end demand profile from the training data which
is different than the defined decision rule for refrigerator [21]. The need for
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proposing decision rules specific to each individual electrical device is the
limitation of this work [44].
This research group improved their method in [51] by using changes in
real power data along with signal filtering/smoothing and stopping the use of
arbitrary electrical device-specific decision rules (pattern recognition rules of
their previous work [19]) to detect ON/OFF events. Instead, during the
training period the usage duration of targeted electrical devices were
accumulated in order to detect electrical devices based on their usage
duration profiles [51]. Therefore, the new method was able to distinguish
between two different electrical devices with similar real power but different
usage durations.
The new extended method was able to detect the usage of seven major
household electrical devices with the load identification accuracy of up to
90% including Water heater, Refrigerator, Clothes washer, Stove, Clothes
dryer, Dish washer, and Baseboard heater [51]. The limitation of this work
similarly to many of NILM techniques is the need for excessive training
period (about a week) to record the usage profile of electrical devices of
interest [44].

2.3.4 Baranski's Method
Baranski and Voss [52][53][54] presented a complex NILM algorithm
combining

clustering,

genetic

algorithms,
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finite-state

machines

and

heuristics. Power data were acquired from an optical sensor installed on the
utility's meter, greatly reducing the cost of implementation [44]. Baranski
and Voss presented a unique NILM approach [52] to analyze data, collected
from a particular measurement system. The measurement system was
based on a conventional power meter. The power meter was complemented
by a low cost optical sensor that continuously monitored the overall real
power (sampling frequency: 1 Hz) without any intrusion into the main
electrical installation of the household (the optical sensor was used to
visually read the conventional power meter's display) [53].
In order to decompose the aggregate real power signal to its components
which are major electrical end uses, a load disaggregation algorithm
consisted of fuzzy clustering method, a genetic algorithm and a dynamic
programming approach was used. The implemented clustering method was
used to finds typical switch states of frequently occurring electrical devices.
Moreover, a genetic algorithm was used to recognize finite state machines
due to constraints of electrical end uses. Then, fuzzy sets were used in order
to solve the problem of overlapping of multiple assigned switch events.
Ultimately, this method was able to recognize typical patterns of ON/OFF
electrical devices and finite state machines (with less than about five
different states) [53]. Unlike most other NILM techniques, training period
was not required in this work. Instead, for load identification detecting
switch events in consideration of load peaks were the only information this
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system used. The limitation of this work is the proposed genetic algorithm as
an optimization algorithm; this algorithm is a simulation method that may or
may not provide the optimal solution [44].

2.3.5 Higher Harmonics Analysis
The NILM approach developed in [36] relies on higher harmonic analysis. In
this method, presented by Laughman et al., short-time Fourier transform of
current waveforms collected at a sampling frequency of 8000 Hz is used to
compute harmonic contents (up to 7th harmonics) [17]. The short-time
Fourier transform computes real power, reactive power, and higher
frequency components of the current. Higher harmonics can be used to
distinguish electrical devices with overlapping clusters in the 2D AP-AQ plane
[28].
The advantage of harmonic analysis was elaborated by a load
disaggregation example in [36]. Linear Incandescent Lamp and Computer
Power Supply are practically indistinguishable in the AP-AQ signature space
because both consume relatively similar real and reactive power. However,
these two electrical devices are distinguishable by examining higher
harmonics [17] [36][44].
The authors of [36] found out that the third harmonic which is
characteristic to each individual electrical device can be used for better
discrimination between these two electrical devices. Figures 6 and 7 from
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[36] illustrate the separation between a computer and an incandescent lamp
in a three-dimensional space with axes denoting changes in real power,
reactive power, and third harmonic.
The MIT group led by S. Leeb and L. Nford extended their harmonic
analysis in [40] and [58] by introducing the concept of 'Spectral Envelope';
which is a vector of the first several coefficients of the short-time FFT of the
signal [44]. The spectral envelopes are characteristic to each individual
electrical device and can be used as unique features for better identification
of continuously varying loads (third class of electrical devices) [40]. In a
more recent work by this group in [56] and [57], correlations between 5th
and 7th harmonics along with the changes in real power and reactive power
were used to recognize a Supply Fan in a large building [44].
Harmonic analysis presented in this work suffers from several limitations.
Firstly, an excessive training period to profile the characteristics of targeted
electrical devices. Secondly, the electrical device recognition accuracy has
not been characterized for practical situations. Lastly, it is not known how
the presence of new electrical devices affects the NILM performance [44].
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2.4 Transient Analysis
2.4.1 Patel Method
S. Patel et al. In [16] have presented a new NILM approach that uses a
single plug-in sensor (that is plugged into any electrical outlet in the home)
to detect the operating schedule of various electrical devices. A personal
computer is used to record and analyze electrical noise on the power line
caused by the switching on/off of the electrical devices. This system learns
certain characteristics from transient signatures produced by switching an
electrical device on or off [16]. A training period is required for this system
to learn certain characteristics from electrical noise produced by switching an
electrical device on or off. Based on the learned phenomena, machine
learning techniques (Support Vector Machine - SVM) are employed in order
to identify when unique events occur. Results of this work showed that the
presented method can learn and classify various electrical events with
accuracies ranging from 85-90% [16][44],
S. Patel et al. presented a new solution in [59], for NILM approaches in
their more recent work. ElectriSense relies on the fact that most modern
consumer electronics and fluorescent lighting employ switch mode power
supplies (SMPS) to achieve high efficiency that continuously generate high
frequency

electromagnetic

interference

(EMI)

propagates throughout a home's power wiring [59].
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during

operation

that

In the data collection procedure of this work, each electrical device of
data set was actuated on and off five to six times individually in order to
record a unique turn on transient signature of an electrical device. Moreover
in order to record the simultaneous transient events random electrical
devices are actuated such as turning on the DVD player, digital cable box, a
gaming console and then a TV to simulate a TV watching experience through
a universal remote. Events generated from these tasks were manually
labelled. In the second step, feature extraction phase, Fourier features of the
EMI signals in the 36-500 kHz range are extracted. Finally, for classification
approaches, a KNN-based classifier using a 10-fold cross validation is used.
Results of this work showed 93.82% overall accuracy to identify the usage of
individual electrical devices [44][59].

2.4.2 Chang and Lee method
Chang and Lee have developed a NILM approach [26][60][61][62], that can
be applied for different electrical devices with the same real and reactive
power. This method uses switching on transient energy along with steady
state features in order

to improve the recognition accuracy

and

computational speed of NILM results. The presented method is based on the
fact that the switching on transient energy can be used as a unique feature
to monitor commercial and industrial electrical devices [61].
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The application of only steady-state parameters, i.e., real power and
reactive power can limit the use of NILM systems for electrical device
recognition. In this work, switching on transient signatures of electrical
devices are incorporated into NILM to improve load identification accuracy
within multiple operations. Combining steady-state and transient signatures
can play an important role to improve recognition accuracy of NILM systems.
In this study, artificial neural networks (ANN) and the computer supported
cooperative work techniques (CSCW) are used to identify electrical devices
[26][61]. The experimental results indicated that combining switching on
transient features and steady-state power features is a useful tool for
improving load recognition accuracy to 100% in a NILM system [60].
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3 Non-intrusive

Load

Monitoring

System

Overview

In this chapter, an overview of a NILM system is presented. According to the
algorithm shown in Figure 3.1, a NILM system acquires the current and
voltage signals, extracts features (signal characteristics), detects events,
and classifies them [23][63][71].
Event Detection
Current
and
Voltage
Sensors

Data Acquisition

Feature Extraction

Figure 3.1: NILM algorithm [63].
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A review of the general hardware setup and measuring equipment for
data acquisition is provided in Section 3.1. The feature extraction step is
described in Section 3.2. Event detection and classification methods used in
this work are explained in sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

3.1 Data Acquisition
In this work, a NILM system was constructed to monitor a series of everyday
use residential electrical devices connected to a common power bar (see
Figure 3.2). As discussed in Chapter 2, the main objective of NILM systems
is to monitor the usage of electrical devices from one single point at the
main electric entrance without attaching separate sensors to each individual
electrical device [43]. The experimental setup presented here represents a
simplification of an actual household. Electrical monitoring is done at a single
point coming into the power bar while multiple electrical devices can be
operated from the power bar.
Electrical devices can be divided into three different classes according to
their operation modes [43][45]: two-state devices, multi-state devices, and
continuously varying loads. In order to simplify the experiments for
developing our prototype NILM system, continuously varying loads that do
not consume a constant power (e.g., washing machine and stove) are not
monitored in this work. For the purpose of this project, we only consider
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two-state (ON/OFF) electrical devices and multi-state electrical devices in
only one of their operation states (a single type of ON state) [64].
Data were obtained using a current transducer and a voltage transformer
to measure instantaneous current and instantaneous voltage at the input of
the power bar. A data acquisition device (DAQ) digitizes the analog voltage
and current signals, which are then stored on a computer for offline analysis
using Matlab. Additional information regarding the current and voltage
sensors and analog-to-digital converter are provided in the following
subsections.
Appliance 1
Appliance 2

Appliance N
Power Bar

Power Outlet

Split-core
Current
Transducers

Analog-toDlgttal
Converter

Voltage
Divider

Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for our prototype NILM system.
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Voltage
Transformei

Figure 3.3 shows the experimental hardware used in this work for data
acquisition.

Voltage Transformer

Split-core Current
Transducers

Voltage Divider

Analog-to-Digital
Converter

Figure 3.3: Experimental hardware used for data acquisition and data analysis.

3.1.1 Current Sensor
Split core current transducers offer a cost-effective and efficient method by
which current can be measured without the need to severe the electrical
conduction path, thereby reducing installation and commissioning time. They
are ideally suited for use on installations where supply interruption is not
desired [66]. Simultaneously, split-core current transducers do not disrupt
the continuity of the electrical system maintaining the safety of the electrical
system. Current measurements in this work were obtained using split-core
AC current sensors applied to the live electrical wire feeding the power bar.
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The Magnelab split-core current transducer outputs a voltage (maximum
0.333 VAC) that is linearly proportional to the current [65]. Three split-core
current transducers (Magnelab, Longmont CO, USA; models SCT-0400-005,
SCT-0400-010, and SCT-0400-020), each with a different maximum current
rating (5 A, 10 A, and 20 A), were used in the prototype NILM setup to
enable accurate monitoring over the current range (0 to 20 A). As SCT-0400
current transducers output 0.333 volt AC at rated current, output voltage
values

were

multiplied

by

(maximum

current

rating/0.333)

and

instantaneous current values were extracted. During a measurement the
transducer with the highest sensitivity (i.e., lowest maximum current
rating), which did not reach its maximum rating, was automatically selected
for the current measurement. This ensures the highest resolution, while
avoid sensor over ranging; an important feature given the wide range in
current requirements in electrical devices. Our prototype NILM system is
designed to monitor relatively low-powered electrical devices; therefore, it is
not able to properly account for high-powered electrical devices due to the
limitation in current sensor's measurement range.

3.1.2 Voltage Sensor
When a voltage sensor is added to the experimental setup, the
instantaneous voltage measurements are used with the instantaneous
current measurements to derive the real power and reactive power
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waveforms. In this work, a voltage transformer (Hammond Manufacturing,
Center Tap power transformer, Model 166L10) was used to step down the
120 VAC voltage waveform to a 10 VAC output. A voltage divider circuit as
shown in figure 3.4 (Ri= 100K and R2= 4.7K), was used to further step
down the voltage waveform to a range comparable to the output of the
current transducer (0.45 VAC). Voltage values were recorded from Ri. The
recorded values (after analog-to-digital conversion - see section 3.1.3) were
multiplied by (

) to obtain the instantaneous voltage values.

Vin °"
10 VAC

120 VAC

Vout
Voltage
Transformer

0.45 VAC

Analog-toDigital
Converter

Voltage divider circuit
Figure 3.4: Voltage sensing in the NILM experimental setup.

3.1.3 Analog-to-Digital Converter
NI USB-6008 and NI USB-6216 data acquisition devices (National
Instruments (NI), Austin TX, USA) were used for performing the data
acquisition in this thesis. The instantaneous current and voltage (described
in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, respectively) were digitized using the analog-to-
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digital converter with software written in MATLAB using the Data Acquisition
Toolbox.
The NI USB-6008 was used for steady-state analysis of our prototype
NILM system (Chapter 4); current and voltage waveforms were digitized at
the sampling rate of 1 kHz. The voltage waveform was acquired using one of
the analog input channels (differential channel) and the remaining 3
differential channels of NI USB-6008 were used for the acquisition of current
waveforms. As mentioned before, 3 current transducers were used (see
Section 3.1.1), hence, 3 differential channels were needed for the current
waveforms. Each differential channel of NI USB-6008 is equipped with a 12
bit analog to digital convertor with the maximum sampling rate of 2.5 kS/s
(maximum 10 kS/s total across all channels) [67].
Since, the higher sampling frequencies (> 8 KHz) are required for
transient signatures acquisition, the NI USB-6216 was used for transient
signatures analysis in this work (Chapter 5). The NI USB-6216 offers 16
analog inputs, 8 differential channels, and a maximum total sampling rate of
400 kS/s across all channels [68]. Four differential channels of NI USB-6216
were used for data acquisition, one for voltage waveform recording and the
remaining three for current waveform acquisition. In this work, for transient
analysis, current and voltage waveforms were digitized using the sampling
rate of 20 KHz.
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3.2

Feature Extraction

Representative features are computed from the raw sinusoidal current and
voltage waveforms for further analysis. As discussed in Chapter 2, it has
been demonstrated that using the real and reactive power features can track
the usages of electrical devices [14], [43]. Higher harmonics of real power
and reactive power can also be used for load identification [36][69]. A
number of additional features have been proposed in the recent NILM works
to improve the electrical device recognition accuracy [70]. In an
investigation by Liang et al. a multi-feature approach was used to cover
steady-state and transient behaviors of electrical devices. These features
include: current waveform (CW), active/reactive power (PQ), harmonics
(HAR), instantaneous admittance waveform (IAW), instantaneous power
waveform (IPW), eigenvalues (EIG), and switching transient waveform
(STW) [27]. In our work, we make use of the current and voltage signals to
extract unique features such as root mean square (RMS) current (ARMS),
RMS voltage (VRMS), real power (W), reactive power (VAR), apparent power
(VA), power factor, admittance (Y), and Total Harmonics Distortion (THD).
For the experiments described in this work, we focused only on the real
power and reactive power.
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3.2.1 Feature-Additive Criterion
In order to decompose the total load into its components, we need features
of individual electrical devices and their combination. Extracted features
from current and voltage waveforms for a load signature analysis should
preferably meet the feature-additive criterion [27]. Steady-state signatures
are additive when two happen coincidentally (considering that electrical
devices are wired in parallel) while in contrast transient properties are not
additive [43]. The additive property of steady-state signatures makes it
possible to analyze the aggregate signals (the signal for simultaneous
operation of multiple devices) properly, when the sum of signatures is
received (detected in the total load). For example, the turning on of a 600 W
computer LCD monitor while a 60 W incandescent lamp is in results in a 600
W step increase being detected in the total load (i.e., a total of 660 W).
Feature additive criterion is stated in a work done by Liang et al. as
follows: Suppose that ftJ is the feature J of electrical device i and fl,(t) is the
aggregation of feature j from a composite load (simultaneous operation of K
electrical devices) at time t. If electrical device e is turned on at time t + At,
and
(13j(t + At) = Qjdt) + f eJ = (XUhi) + fej
is satisfied, then feature j meets the feature additive criteria [27].
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(3.1)

If a feature can meet the feature-additive criterion, it can be used for
load disaggregation purposes. The individual features of an aggregated
signal can then be compared directly with the known features in the
database. Loads may still be identified from aggregate signal if the feature
does not meet the feature-additive criterion; however, the methods required
would be more complex. In this work, the features chosen to be extracted
from the current and voltage waveforms meet the feature additive criterion.
Methods for load disaggregation presented in this work, assume that the
feature-additive criterion is met.

3.2.2 Steady State Load Signature
Real power and reactive power are the most frequently used measurements
for load identification analysis [27]. The key idea of using power features is
that changes in the ON/OFF state of an electrical device can be detected by
step changes in the total power signal [45].
Real power provides one of the most complete sets of information to
explain load characteristics that can discriminate electrical devices of
dissimilar consumption [43]. However, electrical devices may have similar
real power consumption, making them difficult to discern using real power
alone [26]. Device loads can be resistive, inductive, or capacitive according
to its internal circuit [70]. For example, a kettle is almost purely resistive
while a fan can be predominantly inductive. If the load is purely resistive,
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then the current and voltage signals are in phase. On the other hand, if the
load consists of capacitive and/or inductive elements, it will affect the phase
difference between current and voltage signals. In particular, for capacitive
loads, the voltage is delayed with respect to the current while the contrary
happens for inductive loads [23][70]. This effect is captured by the active
and reactive power components, which, in mathematical terms, correspond
to real and imaginary part of apparent power respectively, as shown in
Figure 3.5 [70].

(Apparent power)

(Reactive Power)

Re (S)
(Real power)
Figure 3.5: Relationship between reactive power (Q) and active power (P) [70].

In addition to the real power, the reactive power is also computed as a
feature to establish the steady-state load signatures; the reactive power is
the power associated with capacitive and inductive elements [23]. In
general, electrical devices work through the real power (active), while the
reactive power (passive) is due to the presence of storage elements in the
electrical device circuit (inductors or capacitors) [70].The following equations
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report the relation between the instantaneous power (JPW [n]), active power
(P), apparent power (S), and reactive power (Q):
IPW

[n] = i[n] x

v[n]

P[»>]= ;ZS'-iw«,W[n]

[36] (3.2)
(3.3)

JjERt-wv'M

(3-4)

W[m] = JiESL1)Ni2[n]

(3.5)

5[m] = IRMSIm] x ^RMsi™-]

(3.6)

Q[m] = J(S2[m]-P2[m])

(3.7)

Wm] =

Where i[n] = instantaneous current, v[n] = instantaneous voltage, /fiMS[m]=
RMS current, and VRMS[m] = RMS voltage. In the above equations N
represents the length of an individual analysis window in number of samples.
In this work, real power and reactive power features are computed from the
current and voltage signals using a sliding analysis window with a time
length T (T=N/sampling frequency) [72]. An example of the non-overlapping
analysis window is depicted in Figure 3.6, shown with window size of T =
100 ms from instantaneous voltage waveform.
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100 ms

Figure 3.6: An example of sliding analysis window for feature extraction. Real power values
are extracted from each 100 ms analysis windows of instantaneous power.

Steady-State signatures used in these work, including real power and
reactive power signatures meet feature additive criteria [27]. Figure 3.7
shows an example from our work using real power waveforms (a) and
reactive power waveforms (b) when multiple electrical devices are operated
simultaneously (a description of the experimental procedures used to obtain
these data is in section 4.3). Real power and reactive power waveforms
extracted in the feature extraction level are the inputs for the next step of
NILM algorithm which is event detection.
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(4)
(2)

(8)

W(3)

"(57

W

(7)

M

{00).

(b)
Figure 3.7: Examples of a composite real power waveform (a) and reactive power wave
form (b) for multiple electrical devices operation. Numbers indicate events (i.e., electrical
devices turning on or off): (1) Computer LCD monitor: ON, (2) Fluorescent lamp: ON, (3)
Coffee maker: ON, (4) Incandescent lamp: ON, (5) Electric kettle: ON, (6) Electric kettle:
0FF/ (7) Incandescent lamp: OFF, (8) Coffee maker: OFF, (9) Fluorescent lamp: OFF, and
(10) Computer LCD monitor: OFF.
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3.2.3 Transient Load Signature
It may not be possible to distinguish between two different electrical devices
with the same real power and reactive power [26]. Switching transient
waveforms (STW) are presented in this work to overcome this limitation.
Transient signatures are captured using higher sampling frequencies than
steady-state signatures. Therefore, they convey more information about the
characteristics of an individual electrical device than steady-state signatures
[26][27].
Using STW for load identification is more difficult since a high sampling
rate of the current and voltage signals is needed [44]. For this purpose, a
sampling frequency of 20 kHz is used in this work to capture transient
signatures of electrical devices when they are switching on. In order to
extract switching on waveforms, features are computed from overlapping
sliding analysis window. An example of the sliding window is depicted in
Figure 3.8, shown with analysis windows of 50 ms in length, spaced 1 ms
apart. A single feature vector (i.e. real power) is produced from each
analysis window. The real power value was computed from the current and
voltage measurements in each analysis window.
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1 ms

Figure 3.8: An example of sliding analysis window for STW extraction (based on [72]).

Figure 3.9 shows examples of the STW from three different electrical devices
(a description of the experimental procedures used to obtain these data is in
chapter 5). It is easy to observe that the hair dryer will increase from a zero
to its steady-state value gradually without any overshoot. However, the
kitchen blender and computer LCD monitor will have a sharp rise to a peak
value and then drop to their steady-state values.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.9: Transient data for electrical devices switching from off to on: (a) hair dryer, (b)
computer CRT monitor, and (c) kitchen blender.
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3.3 Event Detection
Detecting a change in the extracted signals is important as a change could
be related to a change in the consumption of a single electrical device or
group of electrical devices (e.g., devices turning on or off); this is called
event detection [23]. It is not a difficult task for a trained human to detect
changes via visual inspection of values of features related to the operation of
multiple electrical devices [23]; however, we need to develop algorithms to
identify the times at which the values of extracted features change from one
nearly constant value to another in an automated manner [28][36]. Many
signal processing techniques such as filtering, differentiating, and peak
detection, have been used for step-change detection [69][75][76].
The event detection method we have presented in this work used
changes in real power as indicators of the state transitions. The real power
waveform is the input to an event detection algorithm of our system which
finds the times of all step changes. Our method is based on the assumption
that when a step change occurs in a real power signature, one electrical
device is being turned on or/and turned off [45].
We use a simple differentiating method for event detection step of our
work. The algorithm is as follows: Firstly, a difference signal d[n] is
computed from the real power waveform p[n]. A window of consecutive
samples of real power signal is selected; the mean value of each window is
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subtracted by the mean value of the next sliding window which has the same
size. Mathematically, this difference signal can be described as:
d[n] = iZKlNp[i] -

(3.8)

In this work N = 50, which corresponds to 5 s as analysis windows are
100 ms in length. Secondly, events are located at local peaks of the absolute
value of d[n], which exceed a given threshold; in this work, the threshold
was set as 5 W. Finally, maximum values of the local areas (bigger than
threshold) are found. These values represent the location of the step-change
in the original aggregate real power waveform. It is noted that this event
detection algorithm assumes that two electrical devices do not change state
within 5 s of each other. Figure 3.10 shows the application of this algorithm.
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Figure 3.10: An example of event detection algorithm, (a) Heavy black line - original real
power waveform of a composite load signature related to the multiple operations of 5
electrical devices is given as an input to the event detection algorithm; (b) dashed black line
- difference waveform is derived by using an averaging window to determine the peak
values; (c) red circles - These values represent the location of the step-change in the
original aggregate real power waveform.
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The main obvious challenge arises for the attempted event detection
method is setting the appropriate parameters for the size of sliding window
and threshold. The first limitation of our event detection method is that, the
electrical devices that switch on and off very quickly will be masked by the
averaging window, and will not be identified. The second challenge is that,
events that are captured in the same window are most likely going to be
combined. Selecting a smaller window helps differentiate events from one
another but results in lower noise rejection. Defining the size of this window
and the threshold is critical and each combination of these leads will affect
the accuracy of detected events [73].

3.4 Pattern Recognition
The objective of the pattern recognition algorithm is to assign a label to the
collection of features previously extracted from the current and voltage
waveforms, associated with each event that is detected [23].

As we

discussed in chapter 2, many researchers have tried different pattern
classification methods (e.g., neural networks, cluster matching) in NILM
systems [17][30]. Almost all of the examined solutions were based on off
line training of the algorithm [23]. Since continuous monitoring implies that
more than one electrical device can be present at a time, either signal
disaggregation needs to be used, or the detection system must be trained
for all possible combinations of the electrical devices being switched on and
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off [44]. Srinivasan et at. [38] selected the latter, so that they needed to
train their classifier using all 28 = 256 possible ON/OFF combinations among
the eight electrical devices used. The reported detection accuracy was about
80 to 90 %. Even though the implementation of such a system would appear
to be straightforward, the system is not yet practical. A typical household
includes 30 to 50 electrical devices which suggest a number of 230 to 250 of
various ON/OFF combinations; this number is prohibitively large for any
practical application [38][44].
In this work, pattern classification was performed using discriminant
analysis using Mahalanobis distances [74]. Instead of discriminant analysis,
in section 4.3, a k-nearest neighbour (KNN) classifier (k = 1) was used for
classification in order to determine which device turned on or off (higher
electrical device recognition accuracies were achieved using the KNN
classifier).

A

NETLAB

toolbox

(version

3.2)

acquired

from

(http://www.ncrg.aston.ac.uk/netlab/down.php) that runs in MATLAB was
used to implement KNN classification [81]. With a known electrical device
database and the extracted features, this method will identify from the
detected event list which electrical device has been switched on/off and
when (at which time).
The output of the event detection step is the collection of indices
representing the detected step-changes of the real power waveform. In
order to perform the pattern classification step, the difference between the
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average value of the previous and subsequent constant values of each
detected index are used to determine the magnitude of edges. The
magnitude of each edge represents the change in the real power
consumption of a single electrical device or group of electrical devices. The
pattern classification assumes that for each detected event (small time
interval), only one electrical device is changing states (either turning on or
off) [43]; Therefore, there is no need to train the system for all possible
combination of the electrical devices in this system.
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4 Steady-State Analysis

This chapter describes our steady-state based methodology for the NILM
systems including data acquisition, feature extraction, pattern recognition,
results, and discussion. Our steady-state analysis is broken down into three
phases. In the first phase described in Section 4.1, our method for
classification of single electrical devices is presented. Section 4.2 reviews our
work's second phase for identification of two electrical devices when
operating simultaneously. We have extended the load identification method
used in Section 4.2 for determining the operating schedule of five electrical
devices operating simultaneously; the third phase is described in Section
4.3. Finally, the conclusion for steady-state experiments of our work is
presented in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Single Electrical Device Classification
A NILM system (Figure 4.1) was constructed to monitor the usage of seven
electrical devices connected to a common power bar. Our prototype NILM
system monitors current and voltage signals at the input of the power bar to
simulate the NILM systems capability to monitor at a single electrical source.
Experimental testing of our NILM prototype in this section is performed using
seven common household electrical devices, where only one device was one
at a time. Our experimental results for single electrical device recognition of
seven devices showed that our proposed approach can achieve 100%
classification accuracy.
Appliance 1
Appliance 2

Appliance 7

Split-core
Current
Transducers

Analog-toDlgftal
Converter

Voltage
Divider

Vbltage
Ttansformei

Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for our NILM prototype (Load identification during the
individual operation of seven electrical devices).
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Data Acquisition
Seven household electrical devices (Table 4.1) were used as loads in this
section (see Appendix B for the specifications of the electrical devices used
in this work). To establish load signatures, each device was operated
mutually exclusive of one another (i.e., electrical devices were not operated
simultaneously). In this work, we consider electrical devices in one of two
states (i.e., ON and OFF). Multi-state electrical devices (e.g., microwave had
different power levels) were used in only one of their operational states.
Data were collected for each device from its ON state for 10 trials, with each
measurement lasting 5 seconds. Data were collected during its steady state
operation; that is, data collection commenced after the device under test
was turned on. A total of 70 measurements were completed (7 devices x 10
trials).

4.1.1 Feature Extraction
Each 5-second measurement was broken down into non-overlapping 100 ms
analysis windows (50 analysis windows per measurement). The real power
value was computed from the current and voltage measurements in each
analysis window. As mentioned in chapter 3, real power provides one of the
most complete sets of information to explain load characteristics [45].
However, electrical devices may have similar real power levels, making them
difficult to discern using real power alone [24]. In addition to the real power,
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the reactive power is also computed as a feature from each analysis window
to establish the steady-state load signatures; the reactive power is the
power associated with capacitive and inductive elements (see section 3.2.2).

4.1.2 Pattern Recognition
Pattern classification was performed using discriminant analysis using
Mahalanobis distances [74]. Classifier training was performed using 1 trial
and classifier testing was performed using the remaining 9 trials. Thus, the
training data and testing data are mutually exclusive of one another. Data
used for confusion matrices in results sections are from testing sets. Crossvalidation was performed by repeating the training and testing 10 times,
such that each trial was used for training. There were a total of 31,500 test
cases (10 repetitions x 9 test trials x 50 analysis windows x 7 devices).

4.1.3 Results
Table 4.1 lists the mean real power and reactive power for all the electrical
devices (± one standard deviation). Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show the
classification confusion matrices for the real power and reactive power,
respectively (results are for the testing data only; i.e., classification results
for the training data are not included in the confusion matrices). The mean
classification accuracies were 88.22% and 85.79% for real power and
reactive power, respectively. When using the real power and reactive power,
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the classification accuracy increases to 100%; the associated confusion
matrix is shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.1: Electrical devices used in experimental setup, along with their mean real power
and reactive power (± standard deviation), computed across all analysis windows.

Devices

Real Power
(Watt)

Reactive Power
(VAR)

1

Microwave

802.1 ± 21.81

214.14 ± 8.08

2

Electric kettle

785.66 ± 5.82

84.59 ± 1.19

3

Coffee maker

602.02 ± 4.57

65.56 ± 0.92

4

Laptop charger

65.95 ± 0.64

84.69 ± 2.01

5

Incandescent lamp

58.44 ± 0.39

9.09 ± 0.12

6

Computer LCD monitor

28.71 ± 0.38

36.04 ± 0.51

7

Fluorescent lamp

18.47 ± 1.44

26 ± 2.81

Load

Table 4.2: Classification confusion matrix for real power (Mean classification accuracy:

88.22%).

Load 1
Load 2
Load 3
rtj Load 4
3
tj Load 5
< Load 6
Load 7

T3flj
O

Load 1
3604
2704
0
0
0
0
0

Load 2
896
1796
0
0
0
0
0

Predicted load
Load 3 Load 4 Load 5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4500
0
4500
0
0
111
4389
0
0
0
0
0
0

Load 6
0
0
0
0
0
4500
0

Load 7
0
0
0
0
0
0
4500

Table 4.3: Classification confusion matrix for reactive power (Mean classification accuracy:
85.79%).

TJ

10

O

75
3
tj

<

Load 1 Load 2
Load 1 4500
0
2269
Load 2
0
Load 3
0
0
Load 4
1786
0
0
Load 5
0
Load 6
0
0
Load 7
0
0

Predicted load
Load 3 Load 4 Load 5

Load 6

Load 7

0

0

0

0

0

0

2231

0

0

0

4500

0

0

0

0

0

2714

0

0

0

0

0

4500

0

0

0

0

0

4041

0

0

0

0

459
4500
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Table 4.4: Classification confusion matrix for real power and reactive power (Mean
classification accuracy: 100%).

•o
10
o
75

3

tJ
<

Load 1
Load 2
Load 3
Load 4
Load 5
Load 6
Load 7

Load 1
4500
0
0
0
0
0
0

Load 2
0
4500
0
0
0
0
0

Predicted load
Load 3 Load 4 Load 5
0
0
0
0
0
0
4500
0
0
0
4500
0
0
0
4500
0
0
0
0
0
0

Load 6
0
0
0
0
0
4500
0

Load 7
0
0
0
0
0
0
4500

4.1.4 Discussion
High classification accuracy (88.22%) is achieved using the real power. This
is not unexpected given the high repeatability of the real power
measurements, indicated by the low standard deviation values in Table 4.1.
Table 4.2 indicates that load 1 (microwave) and load 2 (electric kettle) are
the electrical devices that are misclassified most frequently; these devices
were misclassified as each other and have comparable real power values, as
well as the highest standard deviation values (Table 4.1).
Electrical devices that have similar real power values may still be
discernible through the reactive power. Using just the reactive power, a
classification accuracy of 85.79% was achieved. Classification accuracy is
lower than real power. Table 4.3 indicates that the majority of the
misclassifications are load 2 (electric kettle) and load 4 (laptop charger)
being misclassified as each other. Table 4.1 shows that these devices have
similar reactive powers, which explains the misclassification.
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From Table 4.4, it can be seen that using both real and reactive power,
the classification accuracy increases to 100% for the dataset used in this
work. Although some of the electrical devices had similar real powers or
similar reactive powers, devices were dissimilar when real and reactive
powers were considered simultaneously, enabling the increased classification
accuracy.

4.2 Classification of two electrical devices operating
simultaneously

This section reviews our NILM prototype system for identification of five
common

household

electrical

devices

when

two

are

operating

simultaneously. This work proposes a feature based model using only real
power to recognize the usage of electrical devices; the method is
generalizable to include other features that mean the feature additive
criterion (e.g., reactive power). A NILM system (Figure 4.2) was constructed
to monitor the usage of two different electrical devices (A and B) connected
to a common power bar. Experimental results of this work showed that the
proposed approach can achieve 95% device recognition accuracy for five
electrical devices operating simultaneously in pairs.
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Power Bar

Split-core
Current
Transducers

Analog-toDlgftal
Converter

Voltage ^ Voltage
Divider
Transform

Figure 4.2: Experimental setup for our NILM prototype (Load identification during the
simultaneous operation of two electrical devices).

4.2.1 Data Acquisition
Five household electrical devices were used as loads in this section: electric
kettle (Load 1), coffee maker (Load 2), computer LCD monitor (Load 3), and
incandescent lamp (Load 4), and fluorescent lamp (Load 5). The new set of
electrical devices used in this section is a subset of the seven common
household electrical devices used in section 4.1. In this work, we consider
electrical devices in one of two states (i.e., ON and OFF). In this section, we
are interested in the recognition of individual electrical devices when they
are operating simultaneously. In other words, disaggregating the composite
load signal into its components, which are the individual electrical devices.
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We focus on disaggregation of two devices operating simultaneously
(disaggregation method for classification of the all five electrical devices are
discussed in Section 4.3).
We have ten different combinations of two devices (5 devices choose 2 =
10). For each combination, a measurement trial was performed, operating
each device separately and both devices simultaneously. Measurement trials
are approximately 24 seconds in length, consisting of three 8-second
segments.
Figure 4.3 illustrates an example of one measurement trial for device W
and device *B', which were electric kettle and coffee maker, respectively. For
the first 8-second segment, only device 'A' is ON (device 'B' is OFF). For the
second 8-second segment, both device 'A' and device 'B' are on. For the
third 8-second segment, only device 'B' is ON (device 'A' is OFF). Two trials
for each two-device combination were performed. Therefore a total of 20
measurement trials were completed (10 combinations x 2 trials).
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Figure 4.3: Real power versus time from an example measurement trial involving two
electrical devices: device 'A' and device 'B'. In this plot, the devices were electric kettle and
coffee maker, respectively.

4.2.2 Feature Extraction
Each 24-second measurement trial was broken down into non-overlapping
100 ms analysis windows. The real power value was computed from the
current and voltage measurements in each analysis window. To avoid the
transient parts of the waveform, we only use the middle segments of the
composite real power waveform, which are the steady-state portions. As
depicted in Figure 4.3, 50 analysis windows (5 seconds in length) from the
middle of each segment (shown by grey rectangular) are extracted as real
power steady-state features.
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4.2.3 Pattern Recognition
Training Set
Training data were selected from the measurement trials, when only one
device was in operation. Fifty analysis windows from the middle of first
segment and third segment of each measurement trial were used for
training data (shaded area of the first segment and* third segment in Figure
4.3). For each device, there were 400 analysis windows (50 analysis
windows x 2 trials x 4 combinations) in the training set (2000 analysis
windows for all devices).
Testing Set
Testing data were selected from the measurement trials, when two devices
were in operation (composite load signature). Fifty analysis windows from
the middle of second segment of each measurement trial were used for
testing data (shaded area of the second segment in Figure 4.3). The
extracted features from these analysis windows correspond to the
simultaneous operation of device 'A' and device 'B'. Testing data for device
'A' were computed by subtracting the mean feature value of device 'B' taken
from the third segment of the measurement trial. Testing data for device 'B'
were computed by subtracting the mean feature value of device 'A' taken
from the first segment of the measurement trial. For each device, there were
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400 analysis windows in the testing set (2000 analysis windows for all
devices).
Pattern Classification
Classification was simply performed using Mahalanobis discriminant analysis
[74].

4.2.4 Results
Table 4.5 lists the mean real power (± one standard deviation) for the
electrical devices, when operated individually and when operated in pairs.
Diagonal elements in Table 4.5 contain the mean real power for the five
individual electrical devices (data from analysis windows from the first and
third 8-second segment of each measurement trial). For example, entry
(1,1) of Table 4.5 is the mean real power for load 1 (computer LCD
monitor). Entry (2,2) of Table 4.5 is the mean real power for load 2 (electric
kettle). The off-diagonal elements contain the mean real power for the
various combinations of two devices (data from analysis windows from the
second 8-second segment of each measurement trial). The rows indicate the
first device that is ON and the columns indicate the second device that is on.
For example, entry (1,2) of Table 4.5 is the mean real power when load 1
and load 2 are ON simultaneously. As real power meets the feature-additive
criterion, the summation of entries (1,1) and (2,2) (28.51 W + 798.49 W =
827.00 W) should equal entry (1,2) (822.74 W). The lower triangular part of
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Table 4.5 is empty because of symmetry (e.g., entry (2,1) would be the
mean real power when load 2 and load 1 are ON simultaneously, which is
the same as entry (1,2)).
Table 4.5: Mean real power (± one standard deviation) for the electrical devices, when
operated individually and when operated in pairs.

Load 1

Load 1

Load 2

Load 3

Load 4

Load 5

28.51 ± 0.75

822.74 ±1.97

638.38 ± 1.83

87.32 ± 0.69

41.13 ± 0.94

49±9.97

1288.01±2.52

859.75±15.59

804.25 ± 5.01

608.42±2.50

659.81 ± 1.43

623.56 ± 2.95

59.48±0.76

71.11 ± 0.38

Load 2
Load 3
Load 4

13.31±0.63

Load 5

Table 4.6 shows the classification confusion matrix (results are for the
testing data only; i.e., classification results for the training data are not
included in the confusion matrix). When using real power as a unique feature
to disaggregate the multiple operation of two electrical devices, the
classification accuracy of 95% is achieved.
Table 4.6: Classification confusion matrix for real power (Mean classification accuracy
95%).
Predicted load
Load 1

Load 2

Load 3

Load 4

Load 5

Load 1

400

0

0

0

0

TJ
ID
O

Load 2

0

400

0

0

0

«j
3
13
<

Load 3

0

100

300

0

0

Load 4

0

0

0

400

0

Load 5

0

0

0

0

400
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4.2.5 Discussion
High classification accuracy (95%) is achieved using the real power. This is
not

unexpected

given

the

high

repeatability

of

the

real

power

measurements, indicated by the low standard deviation values in Table 4.5.
Table 4.6 indicates that load 3 (coffee maker) is the only electrical device
that is misclassified. Load 3 is misclassified as load 2 (electric kettle) 25% of
the time. Load 2 and load 3 have comparable real power values (798.49 W
and 608.42 W, respectively), which are much higher than the other devices;
as well these devices the highest standard deviation values (Table 4.5).
Closer

examination

of

the

classification

results

reveal

the

misclassification corresponds to the measurement trials when load 2 and
load 3 are ON simultaneously. Examining Table 4.5, it is noted that the real
power when both load 2 and load 3 are ON simultaneously is 1288.01 W,
whereas the summation of the real power of these individual devices is
1406.91 W.
To investigate this difference, we employed an electricity usage monitor
(Kill-A-Watt, P3 International, New York NY, USA) [77]. The electricity usage
monitor was used to measure load 2 (electric kettle) by inserting it between
the power bar and the load 2 device. When load 2 was operating
individually, the real power measured by the Kill-A-Watt monitor was 834 W.
When load 3 (coffee maker) was then turned on, the real power
consumption of load 2 was dropped to 767 W. It showed that when load 2
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was operating simultaneously with load 3, the real power measurement was
67 W lower than when load 2 was operating by itself. When these two
relatively high powered devices are simultaneously in operation, their power
consumptions ends up being lower than when the devices are operated
individually. It is hypothesized that the total electrical supply is limited (e.g.,
current limited). In addition, these devices (electric kettle and coffee maker)
probably do not regulate their power supply. Therefore, while real power
meets the feature-additive criterion theoretically, we may not observe this
practically.

4.3 Load

Identification

during

the

Simuitaneous

Operation of five Electrical Devices

In this section, our prototype NILM system has been demonstrated for the
recognition of five electrical devices when operating simultaneously. A NILM
system (Figure 4.4) was constructed to monitor multiple devices in operation
simultaneously, along with feature extraction, event detection, and pattern
classification methods to disaggregate the individual electrical devices from
the composite signal. Real power is used in this work as a unique load
signature for load identification. Experimental results of this work showed
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that the proposed approach can achieve 86.25% device recognition accuracy
for five electrical devices operating simultaneously.

Appliance 1
Appliance Z
Appliance 3
Appliance 4
Appliance

Figure 4.4: Experimental setup for our NILM prototype (load identification during the
simultaneous operation of five electrical devices).

4.3.1 Data Acquisition
Five household electrical devices (the same as section 4.2) were used as
loads in this section: electric kettle (Load 1), coffee maker (Load 2),
computer LCD monitor (Load 3), incandescent lamp (Load 4), and
fluorescent lamp (Load 5). In this section, we are interested in
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disaggregating the composite load signal (multiple operation of five electrical
devices) into its components, which are the individual electrical devices. We
extend the method we used in section 4.2 for disaggregation of all five
electrical devices operating simultaneously. Figure 4.5 illustrates an example
of one measurement trial for five electrical devices; it is indicated when each
load is turned on or off.

Figure 4.5: An example of real power waveform for one of the measurement trials for the
simultaneous operation of multiple electrical devices. The consequence of turning on and
turning off of the 5 electrical devices is shown on step-changes.

A total of 8 measurement trials were completed with each measurement
lasting approximately 65 seconds. Table 4.7 shows operation of the five
electrical devices during each measurement trial (ON/OFF represents the
turning on/off of each individual electrical device). For instance, the first row
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of table 4.7 represents that Load 1 is the first device which is turned on.
Then, Load 5 is turned on while the Load 1 is operating simultaneously. Load
3, load 4, and load 2 are turned on respectively. Subsequently, Load 2, load
4, load 3, and load 5 are turned off. Load 1 is the last device which is turned
off. Figure 4.5 corresponds to the measurement trial number 8 (see Table
4.7). Real power waveforms of all the 8 measurement trials are presented in
appendix A.
Table 4.7: Turning on and turning off sequences of five electrical devices during each
measurement trial.
Trial 1

1/ON

5/ON

3/ON

4/ON

2/ON

2/OFF

4/OFF

3/OFF

5/OFF

1/OFF

Trial 2

1/ON

2/ON

4/ON

3/ON

4/OFF

5/ON

2/OFF

5/OFF

3/OFF

1/OFF

Trial 3

1/ON

2/ON

4/ON

2/OFF

5/ON

3/ON

3/OFF

5/OFF

4/OFF

1/OFF

Trial 4

1/ON

3/ON

2/ON

4/ON

2/OFF

5/ON

3/OFF

5/OFF

4/OFF

1/OFF

Trial 5

1/ON

4/ON

3/ON

5/ON

2/ON

2/OFF

5/OFF

3/OFF

4/OFF

1/OFF

Trial 6

1/ON

5/ON

2/ON

4/ON

3/ON

4/OFF

2/OFF

3/OFF

5/OFF

1/OFF

Trial 7

1/ON

5/ON

2/ON

5/OFF

3/ON

4/ON

3/OFF

4/OFF

2/OFF

1/OFF

Trial 8

1/ON

2/ON

3/ON

4/ON

5/ON

5/OFF

4/OFF

3/OFF

2/OFF

1/OFF

4.3.2 Feature Extraction
Each measurement trial (total of 8 measurement trials in this work) was
broken down into non-overlapping 100 ms analysis windows and real power
values were extracted for each measurement trial.
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4.3.3 Pattern Recognition
Event Detection
The event detection method explained in section 3.2.3 was used in this
section to find the events (i.e., when an electrical device turns on or off) in
extracted real power waveform. All 10 indices (5 devices x 2 state change
ON/OFF) were correctly identified for each measurement trial, indicating the
location and time of step change in the extracted real power waveform.
Training set
The same training set we established in the second phase of our steadystate analysis (classification of two electrical devices when operating
simultaneously), were used as training set (section 4.2.3). As mentioned in
section 4.2.3, training data were selected from the measurement trials,
when only one of the five electrical devices was in operation. Fifty analysis
windows from each single electrical device operation were used for training
data. For each device, there were 4 different measurement trials (200
analysis windows for an individual electrical device) in the training data and
1000 analysis windows for all five electrical devices.
Testing Set
Testing data were selected from the 8 measurement trials, when five devices
were in operation (composite load signature). The output of the event
detection step is collection of 10 time indices representing the two state
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changes (turning on and off) of 5 electrical devices during each
measurement trial. When an event w/"" is detected one of the five electrical
devices has turned either on or off. In order to select our testing data, the
difference between the segment before and the segment after event /' is
examined. The segment before event i includes 50 analysis windows from
index (i) - 70 to index (i) - 21 (this corresponds to 2.5 seconds before the
event), while the segment after event / includes 50 analysis windows from
index(i)+ll to index(i)+60 (this corresponds to 2.5 seconds after the
event). Testing data for each device were computed by subtracting the mean
feature value of 50 analysis windows from the segment after event / taken
from the mean value of 50 analysis windows from the segment before event
The absolute of these values indicate the magnitude of step change for
each detected event in the real power waveform. The sign specifies the
change state; the positive and negative sign indicate that an individual
device is turned on and off, respectively. This method is applied to all of the
10 indices (events) detected in each of those 8 measurement trials. For each
device, there were 16 values (8 measurement trials x 2 state change
ON/OFF) in the testing set and 80 values for all five electrical devices.

Pattern Classification
Classification was simply performed using k-nearest neighbour (KNN)
classifier (k = 1) in order to determine which device turned on or off [74].
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The Mahalanobis discriminant analysis was also used here for classification
but higher recognition accuracies were achieved using KNN classifier. Only
the KNN classification results are shown here.

4.3.4 Results
Table 4.8 shows the classification confusion matrix for identification of five
electrical devices with the mean classification accuracy of 86.25% (results
are for the testing data only; i.e., classification results for the training data
are not included in the confusion matrix). Table 4.9 lists the mean real
power differences for all five electrical devices for the test data. For each cell
of the Table 4.9, the first value indicates the real power change of an
associated with the electrical device when it turns on (+) and the second
value shows the turn off (-) real power change.
Table 4.8: Classification confusion matrix for identification of five electrical devices using
real power usage of devices (Mean classification accuracy: 86.25%).

"O
to
o
ro

tJ
<

Load 1
Load 2

Load 1
16
0

Load 3
Load 4
Load 5

0
3
0

Predicted load
Load 2
Load 3
Load 4
0
0
0
8
0
8
0
0
16
0
0
13
0
0
0
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Load 5
0
0
0
0
16

Table 4.9: Mean real power change of 5 electrical devices when operating simultaneously
during each measurement trial. The first and second values of each cell represent the turn
on and turn off real power change for each electrical device.

Trial

Load 1

Load 2

1

+27.34
-27.45

+672.78
-672.58

2

+27.16
-27.08

3

Real Power (Watt)
Load 3

Load 4

Load 5

+616.62
-610.39

+49.86
-51.73

+13.46
-13.17

+796.83
-681.29

+491.17
-609.27

+48.37
-40.76

+9.07
-12.09

+27.31
-27.35

+801.19
-788.47

+609.59
-603.69

+49.55
-59.04

+13.56
-13.38

4

+27.33
-27.34

+683.14
-677.51

+617.46
-602.95

+45.69
-59.18

+12.25
-13.61

5

+27.33
-27.40

+673.80
-675.21

+610.19
-604.43

+59.02
-59.30

+ 10.42
-12.73

6

+27.17
-27.05

+793.91
-680.28

+493.56
-607.89

+50.60
-44.32

+ 13.04
-13.11

7

+27.37
-27.17

+800.19
-798.46

+501.83
-489.34

+40.84
-49.83

+ 13.01
-11.50

8

+27.38
-27.28

+795.84
-796.81

+495.85
-491.79

+44.98
-43.68

+ 10.17
-10.42

Figure 4.6 shows the results of load identification for two different
measurement trials of simultaneously operation of five electrical devices.
Figure 4.6 (a) shows the measurement trial number 2 with the recognition
accuracy of 80%, when Load 2 (electric kettle) is misclassified as Load 3
(coffee maker) and Load 4 (incandescent lamp) is misclassified as Load 1
(computer LCD monitor). Figure 4.6 (b) shows the measurement trial
number 3 with the recognition accuracy of 100% when turning on and off of
all five electrical devices is recognized truly. In the Figure 4.6, for each step-

change of the real power waveforms (green circles), the names of the
electrical devices are indicated; the first electrical device represents the
name of actual electrical device which changes state on that time while the
electrical devices written inside the brackets represents the results of our
load identification method.
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(b)
Figure 4.6: Real power consumption during the multiple operation of five electrical for (a)
trial 2 (load identification accuracy 80%) and (b) trial 3 (load identification accuracy 100%).
Green circles are used to indicate the detect events. Red circles show the events in which
loads are misclassified. Electrical devices that are turned on or off are indicated, with the
classification result in square brackets.
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4.3.5 Discussion
High load recognition accuracy (86.25%) is achieved using the real power as
a unique feature for load disaggregation (see Table 4.8). This is not
unexpected given the values of the real power measurements of each
individual electrical device during 8 different measurement trials, indicated in
Table 4.9.
Table 4.8 indicates that Load 2 (electrical kettle) and Load 4
(Incandescent lamp) are the electrical devices that are misclassified most
frequently. Load 2 is misclassified as load 3 (coffee maker) 50% of the time.
As shown in Table 4.9, Load 2 and load 3 have comparable real power
values (Load 2: electric kettle and Load 3: coffee maker) during
simultaneous operations, which are much higher than the other devices.
Closer examination of classification results of these two real power
waveforms reveal that all the misclassifications of load 2 as load 3
corresponds to the measurement trials when load 3 is already ON and load 2
is either switched on or off (i.e., trials 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6). This issue is similar
to what was explained in section 4.2.5. Our investigation showed that when
these two relatively high powered devices (Load 2 and Load 3) are
simultaneously in operation, their power consumptions ends up being lower
than when the devices are operated individually. The result of load
identification during the multiple operations of five electrical devices is
consistent with our previous hypothesis that the total electrical supply is
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limited and these devices (electric kettle and coffee maker) probably do not
regulate their power supply. As stated in Section 3.2.1, while real power
meets the feature-additive criterion theoretically, we may not observe this
practically.

4.4 Conclusions
In our work, A NILM system has been successfully demonstrated for the
recognition of electrical devices using their steady state power consumption
characteristics (real power and reactive power). In this chapter we have
demonstrated this for electrical devices operated individually and when
operated simultaneously. The proposed method in this chapter worked with
high device recognition accuracy, demonstrating that real power and
reactive power are useful features to identify electrical devices and can serve
as effective complementary features to one another. Moreover, this work
showed that when relatively high powered devices are simultaneously in
operation, their power consumptions ends up being lower than when the
devices are operated individually. Therefore, while real power meets the
feature-additive criterion theoretically, we may not observe this practically.
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5 Transient Analysis

This chapter describes our methodology for the NILM systems based on the
switching transient behaviour of electrical devices. Section 5.1 presents our
transient based NILM method including data acquisition, feature extraction,
normalization, and pattern recognition. In section 5.2, the results of our
experimental tests and discussions are presented. Finally, the conclusions
for the transient signature based experiments are presented in Section 5.3.

5.1 Methods
Similar to steady-state analysis in Chapter 3, a NILM system (Figure 5.1)
was constructed to monitor the usage of four electrical devices connected to
a common power bar. Our prototype NILM system monitors current and
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voltage signals at the input of the power bar to simulate the NILM systems
capability to monitor at a single electrical source. Experimental testing of our
NILM prototype in this section is performed using four common household
electrical devices, where only one device was ON at a time. Our
experimental results for single electrical device recognition of four devices
showed that our proposed approach can achieve 80.83% classification
accuracy.
Appliance 1
Appliance 2
Appliance 3
Appliance 4

Split-core
Current
Transducers

Vottaee

Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for our prototype NILM system for classification of single
electrical devices based on their transient profiles.

Switching transient is defined as the electrical behaviour of an electrical
device when it is either switched on or off. Each electrical device contains
unique features in its transient behaviour; so that electrical devices can be
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identified based on their observable transient profiles (e.g., real power or
reactive power waveforms) [27][36]. Transient characteristics are intimately
related to the task that the electrical device performs [40]. For example, the
turn on transient profile of a computer CRT monitor and kitchen blender are
distinct because the motor in a kitchen blender is fundamentally different
from the display electronics in a computer CRT monitor. It is stated in [36]
that most electrical devices possess repeatable transient profiles or at least
sections of their transient profiles are repeatable.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, NILM systems are not able to detect the
usage of continuously variable loads based on their steady-state features.
However, distinctive transient profiles tend to persist in continuously variable
loads such as Variable Speed Drivers (VSDs) which makes it possible to
monitor them non-intrusively by tracking the transient behaviours during
their operation.
Since, the real power values are closely related to an electrical device's
operational quantities, they are used as reliable indicators for switching on
transient waveforms [12]. Figure 5.2 shows the measured real power
waveform during the turn on transient of a) computer CRT monitor; b)
kitchen blender; and c) hair dryer. In each case, the switching on transient
waveform is observed to exhibit patterns created by the unique electrical,
mechanical, and thermal processes that occur in each class of electrical
devices during the turn on event.
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(C)

Figure 5.2: Switching on transient profile of three different electrical devices (real power
values versus time): (a) computer CRT monitor, (b) kitchen blender, and (c) Hair dryer.
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5.1.1 Data Acquisition
Four household electrical devices were used as loads in this section: kitchen
blender (Load 1), computer CRT monitor (Load 2), air heater (Load 3), and
hair dryer (Load 4). The electrical devices used for the transient analysis are
different from the steady state analysis devices. Electrical devices used for
transient analysis have motors, except the CRT monitor which has a flyback
transformer. These electrical components in the devices were expected to be
associated with long duration transient behaviours. In this section, we are
interested in the recognition of electrical devices when they are operating
individually (i.e., electrical devices were not operated simultaneously). A
sampling frequency of 20 kHz is used in this work to capture transient
signatures of electrical devices when they are switching on. Figure 5.3
illustrates the RMS current, RMS voltage, and real power waveforms of an
example measurement trial for load 2 (computer CRT monitor). For the first
segment (10-second), load 2 is OFF (although the load was plugged in the
power bar). For the second segment, load 2 is turned on and run for a
period of 40 seconds. For the third segment (10-second), load 2 is OFF. Data
were collected for each device for 10 trials, with each measurement lasting
60 seconds. A total of 40 measurements were completed (4 electrical
devices x 10 trials).
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Figure 5.3: (a) RMS Current versus time, (b) RMS Voltage versus time, and (c) Real power
versus time from an example measurement trial for load 2.
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5.1.2 Feature Extraction
In this section, features are computed from sliding analysis window [72]. An
example of the sliding window is depicted in Figure 5.4, shown with analysis
windows of 50 ms in length, spaced 1 ms apart. A single feature vector (i.e.
real power) is produced from each analysis window. Each 60-second
measurement trial was broken down into overlapping 50 ms analysis
windows (59951 analysis windows per measurement). The real power value
was computed from the current and voltage measurements in each analysis
window.

1ms
Figure 5.4: An example of sliding analysis window for feature extraction (based on [72]).

5.1.3 Event Detection
The real power is input to an event detection algorithm which finds the times
of all step-like changes. The event detection method explained in section
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3.2.3 was used in this section to find the events in extracted real power
waveform. Two indices were correctly identified for each measurement,
indicating the location and time of step change in the extracted real power
waveform (i.e., when an individual electrical device is turned on and off). A
total of 80 indices were identified for all measurement trials (4 devices x 10
trials x 2 state change ON/OFF).

5.1.4 Normalization
In the transient analysis, we aim to classify the electrical devices based on
their switching on transient waveforms. To eliminate the contributions of
steady-state information, we normalize the recorded real power waveforms,
such that steady-state real power is unity. As a result classification accuracy
is based solely on the transient portion of real power waveforms. During this
step, our system selects 2 windows of samples from each measurement trial
which will be used for normalization. Figure 5.5 illustrates an example of
one measurement trial for load 2 (computer CRT monitor) along with two
selected segments A and B (red areas). Green circles of Figure 5.5 show the
switch on/off events as the outputs of our event detection method which
determines the switching on index (index_on) and switching off index
(index_off).

4000 analysis windows (the segment B in Figure 5.5) were

selected from the segment before turning off index (from index_off - 4499
to index_off -500 corresponds to 4.5 seconds) to calculate the average
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steady-state real power value for each measurement trial. 15000 analysis
windows were selected from segment A in Figure 5.5 (from index_on - 2500
to index_on +1 2499 corresponds to 15 seconds) for extracting normalized
switching on transient waveforms. In order to establish normalized switching
on transient waveforms, the transient real power values from segment A are
divided by the average real power value extracted from the steady-state
operation (segment B). A total of 40 normalized switching on transient
waveforms were completed (4 devices x 10 trials). Each normalized
switching on transient waveform for an individual electrical device is
consisted of 15'000 analysis windows.

200

100

2500

4000

Analysis windows

*104

Figure 5.5: Real power versus time from an example measurement trial showing the
switching on/off transient waveform of load 2 (computer CRT monitor). Green circles show
the switch on/off events; the first segment (red area) shown as segment A is normalized
and used as switching on transient waveform while the segment B is used to calculate the
steady-state real power value.
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5.1.5 Pattern Recognition
As mentioned before, a total of 10 different trials were completed for each
electrical device. Classifier training was performed using 1 trial of each
device and classifier testing was performed using the remaining 9 trials.
Cross-validation was performed by repeating the training and testing 10
times, such that each trial was used for training. There were 90 test cases
for each device (10 repetitions x 9 test trials) and a total of 360 test cases
for all devices (10 repetitions x 9 test trials x 4 devices).

Classification is

simply performed using cross correlation and correlation coefficients
[79][80]. In this work, cross correlation analysis is used to investigate the
sequence similarity between two obtained windows of normalized switching
on transient waveforms. Once, one trial (including normalized switching on
transient waveforms of all four electrical devices) Is selected as training set
and the remaining trials were used as testing sets, cross correlation is used
to determine the value of time shift. Then, the normalized switching on
transient waveform of the training set is aligned according to the measured
displacement values acquired from cross correlation analysis. Finally, the
correlation coefficient between the aligned signal and the switching on
transient waveforms of testing set is used to find the most similar transient
profiles between four electrical devices.
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5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Results
Figure 5.6 shows the switching on transient waveform shapes for each
electrical device during all 10 measurement trials. The switching on
waveforms for each trial of a device overlaps one another, which is indicative
of repeatability of switching on transient waveforms.
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Figure 5.6: Switching on transient waveforms (measured normalized real power) during 10
different measurement trials for each individual electrical device: (a) kitchen blender, (b)
computer CRT monitor, (c) air heater and, (d) hair dryer.

Table 5.1 shows the classification confusion matrix. When using normalized
switching on transient waveforms to identify electrical devices, a mean
classification accuracy of 80.83% is achieved.
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Table 5.1: Classification confusion matrix for load identification (load 1: kitchen blender,
load 2: computer CRT monitor, load 3: air heater, and load 4: hair dryer) based on the
normalized switching on transient waveforms (Mean classification accuracy 80.83%).
Predicted load
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0
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0

69

21

Load 4

0

0

40
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Table 5.2 shows the load recognition accuracy for each trial as training set.
For instance, the third column of this table shows that when trial 3 was used
as training set and the remaining 9 trials (trial 1 to trial 10, except trial 3)
were used as training sets, the recognition accuracy of 77.78% was
achieved. Results show that the maximum load identification accuracy
(91.67%) is achieved when Trial 7 is used for classifier training.
Furthermore, the minimum load identification accuracy (66.67%) is achieved
when Trial 9 is used for classifier training.
Table 5.2: load recognition accuracy for each measurement trial as training set.

Training
Set

Trial
1

Trial
2

Trial
3

Trial
4

Trial
5

Trial
6

Trial
7

Trial
8

Trial
9

Trial
10

Recognition
Accuracy
(%)

83.33

75.00

77.78

88.89

80.56

77.78

91.67

83.33

66.67

83.33
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5.2.2 Discussion
Table 5.1 indicates that load 1 (kitchen blender) and load 2 (computer CRT
monitor) are classified with 100% and 91.11% recognition accuracy,
respectively. Load 2 is misclassified as load 1 6.67% of the time. Figure 5.7
shows the closer observation of the switching on transient waveforms of load
2 during 10 different measurement trials.
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Figure 5.7: Normalized real power versus time during 10 different measurement trials to
record the switching on transient waveform of load 2. The black dashed line indicates the
transient behaviour of load 2 during measurement trial 9. Three different areas are
maximized to show the difference between the switching on transient waveform of load 2
during trial 9 and the remaining trials.

Figure 5.7 reveals that misclassification of load 2 corresponds to the
shape of switching on transient waveform of this load during measurement
trial number 9. The black dashed line in Figure 5.7 corresponds to the
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transient behaviour of load 2 during measurement trial number 9. The
difference between the shape of load 2 during trial 10 and the remaining 9
trials makes load 2 to be misclassified as load 1. Table 5.2 confirms this
misclassification; when classifier training was performed using trial number 9
and classifier testing was performed using the remaining 9 trials, the
minimum recognition accuracy of 66.67% was achieved.
Table 5.1 indicates that Load 3 (air heater) and Load 4 (hair dryer) are
misclassified as each other 33.89% of the time. Observing Figure 5.6, it is
noted that load 3 and load 4 have very similar switching on transient
waveforms after normalization (due to similarity between the tasks of
heating elements of electrical circuit inside the hair dryer and air heater),
which are much different than the shapes of normalized switching on
waveforms of load 1 and load 2. Table 5.1 indicates that in the absence of
load 3 or load 4 which have similar waveform shapes, a much higher
classification accuracy will be achieved. In the absence of load 3, the
recognition accuracy of 97.037% is achieved for classification of the
remaining electrical devices including load 1, load 2, and load4. The same
load recognition accuracy of 97.037% is achieved for classification of load 1,
load2, and 3 in the absence of load 4. It is worth mentioning that,
misclassification of load 3 and load 4 can be easily resolved via their steadystate information; load 3 and load 4 are discernible via their steady-state
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real power values (real power values of load 3 and load 4 during their
steady-state operation are 1155.6W and 359.37W, respectively).

5.3 Conclusions
In our work, A NILM system has been successfully demonstrated for the
recognition of electrical devices when operated individually based on their
switching on transient behaviour. Electrical devices can be distinguished by
their load signatures during transient changes or during their steady-state
operation, or some combination of the two. In this chapter, we investigate
features that can be extracted from the current and voltage waveforms
during transient operation.
In this chapter, experimental results for single device recognition for four
common household electrical devices including air heater, hair dryer,
computer CRT monitor, and kitchen blender showed that the proposed
approach can achieve 80.83% classification accuracy. We concluded that
switching on transient waveform is useful feature to identify electrical
devices and can serve as effective complementary features to steady-state
features (such as real power and reactive power that we discussed in
Chapter 3).
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6 Thesis

Conclusions

and

Future

Recommendations

Smart homes are becoming valuable and efficient systems in healthcare.
However, there is an increasing need for unobtrusive techniques in order to
monitor the activities of elderly people within the smart homes. Our main
objective for this thesis was to develop a NILM system for smart home
purposes. We wanted to design a NILM system in order to monitor the usage
of electrical devices within the smart home and validate the chosen
techniques experimentally by implementing prototype NILM system. The
major conclusions of this thesis work are summarized in Section 6.1 and
recommendations for areas of future work are presented in Section 6.2.
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6.1 Conclusions
A NILM system has been successfully developed and applied to an actual
system involving different common household electrical devices for the
recognition of devices when operating individually and simultaneously. The
proposed

method

worked

with

high

device

recognition

accuracy,

demonstrating that steady-state features (i.e., real power and reactive
power) and transient features (i.e., switching on transient waveforms) are
useful tools to identify electrical devices.

Steady-state Analysis
This work showed that real power and reactive power are useful steadystate features to identify electrical devices and can serve as effective
complementary features to one another. Furthermore, this work showed that
we can separate out five different electrical devices when they are operating
simultaneously based on their real power consumption. The method can be
generalized to more than five electrical devices. Moreover, this work showed
that when relatively high powered devices are simultaneously in operation,
their power consumptions ends up being lower than when the devices are
operated individually. Therefore, while steady-state features such as real
power meets the feature-additive criterion theoretically, we may not observe
this practically. Our investigation showed that when these two relatively high
powered devices (Load 2 and Load 3) are simultaneously in operation, their
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power consumptions ends up being lower than when the devices are
operated individually. The result of load identification during the multiple
operations of five electrical devices is consistent with our previous
hypothesis that the total electrical supply is limited and these devices
(electric kettle and coffee maker) probably do not regulate their power
supply. As stated in Section 3.2.1, while real power meets the featureadditive criterion theoretically, we may not observe this practically.
One potential solution for resolving this issue is that the voltage level
drops when high powered devices are turned on. A dip in the voltage supply
was confirmed by examining the RMS voltage when electric kettle and coffee
are operating simultaneously (108.5 V, 110 V, and 105 V represent for the
RMS voltage value during individual operation of electric kettle, individual
operation of coffee maker, and simultaneous operation of electric kettle and
coffee maker, respectively). Ideally, the voltage supply should be constant,
so this dip in voltage supply is indicative of a case where the feature additive
criterion is not met. It may be possible to derive a correction factor to
mitigate issues associated with scenarios where the feature additive criterion
is not met practically.
Transient Analysis
In term of transient analysis, we conclude that different electrical devices
can be distinguished based on their switching on transient waveforms.
Experimental results showed that electrical devices observed in this work
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have repeatable switching on transient waveforms that can be used as
reliable indicators for load identification. To improve recognition accuracy of
electrical devices with the same steady-state parameters, i.e., real power
and reactive power, transient properties such as turn on transient
waveforms can play an important role. Combining transient and steady-state
signatures will increase the reliability and accuracy of load identification in
NILM systems.

6.2 Recommendations for future work
In the future work, our intension is to explore the use of our prototype NILM
system in a real world setting, with data that is being collected in an
occupied residential smart home. In future work, we will experiment with the
features proposed in this paper, along with the addition of other steady-state
and transient features in order to determine robustly the operating state of
certain classes of devices, such as low power loads, multi-state devices,
continuously varying power devices, and devices with different power cycles.
Research is also being extended to examine multiple devices in operation
simultaneously, along with methods to disaggregate the individual loads
from the composite signal. In addition, the work presented here employed a
simple classifier (discriminant analysis). Advanced classifiers can likely
achieve high classification accuracies even for a larger group of electrical
devices and during simultaneous operation of multiple devices, and will be
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more suited for transient analysis (e.g., time delay artificial neural network
and hidden Markov models).
We expect to explore new load signatures (features), event detection,
and pattern recognition methods in which load identification and usage
tracking are increasingly accurate. The best approaches for the highest
accuracy in usage monitoring may be obtained by combining the steadystate and transient features to pattern recognition. Finally, we would like to
investigate the use of other sources of information acquired from I intelligent
sensors within the smart home (such as magnetic switches, infrared motion
sensors, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

networks and video

cameras), to enhance the non-intrusive approach to monitor ADL of
residents. For example, we could envision correlating the change in light
intensity caused by switching on a incandescent lamp on a room with the
change in power consumption to infer that this specific change in power was
due to an incandescent lamp.
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Appendix A: DATA AQUISITION DURING
THE MULTIPLE OPERATION OF FIVE
DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL DEVICES
Appendix A includes real power waveforms of all the 8 measurement trials
presented in Section 4.3.1.
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Appendix B: SPECIFICATIONS OF
ELECTRICAL DEVICES
Appendix B includes specifications of all the 11 electrical devices monitored
in this project.

Devices

1

Electric kettle

2

Microwave

3

Coffee maker

4

Laptop charger

5

Incandescent lamp

Specifications
Wal Mart
Model: Mk-10P04A
1 litre electric kettle
120 V, 60 Hz, 1000 W
Listed: 3181383
Danby
Model DMW1158BL
Input: 120 V, 60 Hz, Ac, 1.45 KW
Listed 23FJ
Operation mode: Reheat
Toastmaster
Coffemaker model TCM10PWF
120 VAC, 60Hz, 750 W
Listed 442A
E6173
hp AC adapter
DC359A
Series PPP009H
HP part No. 380467-003
Listed I.T.E power supply 9F64
E143709
Input: 100-240V~1.7A 50-60 Hz
Output: 18.5V 3.5A 65 W
Reveal 60 Watts, 120 VAC
Halogen Hungary AO
Light output : 675 lumens
PC : 00897
113

6

Computer LCD monitor

7

Fluorescent lamp

8

Kitchen blender

9

Computer CRT monitor

10

Air heater

11

Hair dryer

IBM ThinkVision
Model : 6734-ABO
Serial Number : 5513222
100-240 V~ 50/60 Hz 0.7 A
Canada ICES-003 Class B
HELICAL
Listed 6G49
20 W, 120 VAC, 60 Hz, 290 mA
FLE20HT3/2/XI7865
Magic Bullet
Model: MB1001
120 VAC, Max 250 W, 60 Hz
Listed: 33TJ
E301511
SAMSUNG
Sync Master
Model: AN17KSBL
AC 100, 240 V, 60/50 Hz, 1.2 A
Listed 3882A431
US PAT. No 5.670972
Honeywell Air Heater
Listed 95812
Southborough, MA 01772
120 VAC, 60 Hz, 12.5 A, 1500 W TP
Part No. 034-03116-001
Artwork No. 043-01163-001
Operational mode: Hiqh
CONAIR IONSHINE
Model: 157RIDC
125/250 VAC, 60 Hz, 1875 Watt
Listed: 3H32
E47949
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